
Intra-College Online Photography Competition 
Organised by Cultural Committee in association with IQAC Umeschandra College 

 

Celebrate Republic Day Through Your Lens! 
 

Theme: Capturing India's Spirit 

We invite all Umeschandra College students to participate in an online photography 

competition celebrating Republic Day! Showcase your vision of India through four thematic 

lenses: 

1. Unity in Diversity: Capture the harmonious blend of India's vibrant cultures, 

languages, and traditions. 

2. Patriotic Pride: Depict the essence of patriotism, national pride, and the democratic 

values we cherish. 

3. Unsung Heroes: Celebrate the ordinary people who inspire us with their selfless 

service and contributions to the nation. 

4. Hope for the Future: Envision the aspirations and dreams we hold for India's 

tomorrow. 

 

Modalities: 

 

 Platform: Submit your entries through Google Forms, uploading your photographs 

directly. Link https://forms.gle/pYA4k4jVX9sSyRKj9 

 Eligibility: Open to all currently enrolled Umeschandra College students. 

 Duration: Submissions open January 23rd, 2024, and close January 30th, 2024. 

 Entries: One entry per participant. 

 

Rules: 

 

 Technical Specifications: File size under 5 MB, accepted formats: HEIC, JPEG, 

PNG. Please refer to the website for resolution requirements. 

 Originality: We only accept photographs you have personally clicked. 

 Editing: Basic adjustments like cropping, brightness/contrast, and color correction are 

allowed. No excessive editing or filter manipulation. 

 Captions: Every photo needs a brief caption (1-2 sentences) explaining its concept or 

story. 

https://forms.gle/pYA4k4jVX9sSyRKj9


 Shortlisting & Review: Shortlisted entries may undergo manual verification by a 

panel of judges to confirm originality and rule compliance. 

 Declaration of Originality: All entries must include a declaration of originality 

within the submission form. 

 

Prizes and Recognition: 

Winners and finalists will be receiving exciting prizes! Their work will be showcased in a 

college exhibition and on our social media platforms. 

Let your lens tell the story of India! We look forward to your entries! 
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